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“IF YOU COULD HAVE A POWER…” PART 2 - ARTICLE

Unaware of Mr Hunter’s extensive knowledge regarding all things
fantastical (and lack of a social life, it would seem), Nick’s choice was
quickly rendered void; “if only you as flesh and blood can faze through
matter, you can be damn well sure that when you faze in and out of a vault
that your bounty isn’t leaving with you” (ya gotta think of these things).
Suffice it to say, Nick was left with a great deal to consider (I mean, can one
even faze and not lose his clothes? Just putting it out there).
Alfie chose the ability to fly at first, which was aggressively discouraged by
Mr Hunter, quickly banning both ‘flight’ and ‘invisibility’ as choices (come on
people, we’re better than those). After given time to reflect and appreciate
such an opportunity (fictitious as it may be), Alfie blew us away with his
superpower pick; the power of ‘perfect luck’.
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No matter the scenario, no matter the peril or decision, perfect luck allows
whatever Alfie does to work in his favour. “So what if you fell off a building,
with no parachute?” Mr Hunter asked, seeking to test Alfie’s choice. “Then
luck would have a bouncy castle move directly below me at just the right
time, obviously”… utter genius, my friend. “But what’s your power then Mr
Hunter… can’t be knocking ours without telling us yours!” Nick rightfully
asked. The answer’s simple ladies and gentleman… the power to
shapeshift. Nobodies falling asleep in your English lesson if the teacher can
switch between a Kitten and a Velociraptor at a moment’s notice…

Happy Easter everybody, see you soon!

